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Take part: Members’ development priorities survey

The HPMA Central Office Team would firstly like to say a heartfelt thank you for all that you are doing in challenging
circumstances; you are a credit to the NHS and our charity.
It is very important for us at the HPMA that our events clearly reflect our Members’ development priorities and
aspirations. We are equally as keen to ensure that any development opportunities we provide have the widest appeal to
all people professionals at every level within the NHS.
So we are asking all people professionals who work in HPMA member organisations to tell us more about their
development aspirations. We want to capture the diversity of members from across the people and culture portfolios to
reflect and ensure inclusivity at every level.
This is your opportunity to play a role in shaping the HPMA Events Programme 2022/2023. So, please complete our
survey by clicking on the link below. It should only take five minutes, and we would greatly appreciate your support.
Please have your say.
Click here to start the survey
The survey questions are based on the HPMA Competency Framework, and our results will be aligned to the
recommendations currently awaited from the NHS E/I Future of HR & Organisational Development review and the
work being led by Workforce Directors in Wales to shape and develop the NHS Wales Workforce and OD Profession.

To boldly go – some reflections on the themes
emerging from the 2021 HPMA awards
Putting in place city-wide vaccination programmes, setting the
culture for the Nightingale pop-ups, tracking and dealing with
unprecedented levels of staff absence, supporting clinical staff
to deliver services in pandemic-proof ways. This is HR at work
like you’ve never seen it.
The recent HPMA awards ceremony was, as always, a moving
and inspiring celebration of the best of people management
in the UK. As I was drafting the Winners’ Guide, reading
through all the finalists’ entries, I was struck by this unfamiliar
territory that finalists launched into with hardly a second
thought. The imperatives of the pandemic took HR into new
terrain, learning lessons that may well come into play in more
normal times.
Where do you start in organising the vaccination of a city?
Leeds Health and Care Academy, hosted by Leeds Teaching
Hospitals NHS Trust, took a one city approach, using
established partnerships and building new ones, and creating
a single operation for recruitment, management and vaccine
administration, and ensuring every person in Leeds had access
to a safe, effective vaccine service. They say that: ‘Working in
partnership enabled economies of scale, reduced bureaucracy
and duplication, and ensured consistency for workers,
volunteers and vaccine recipients. The programme cemented
relationships and forged new ones, creating a talent pipeline
extending beyond traditional recruitment routes.’
In Nottingham and Nottinghamshire ICS, the Mass Vaccination

Team organised by Sherwood
Forest Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust brought together partners
from across the county, embracing
cross sector working through a
plan that recruited over 5,000
colleagues to administer COVID-19 vaccine - the largest
scaled programme across the Midlands region. This workforce
approach offered vaccines to local people in hard-to-reach
locations or communities. This encouraged vaccination for
people who may not have otherwise had access. So, nine
partner organisations with only 5,000 staff vaccinated one
million people in a very short time.
The Nightingale hospitals were set up at speed and the HR
community rose to the challenge of bringing teams together
and creating a supporting culture. The London Nightingale
Hospital faced a huge challenge of staff engagement– new
roles, demanding shift patterns wearing full PPE, rapidly
deployed teams, unfamiliar environment, none of the usual
infrastructure. The team set out a clear leadership model
whereby anyone could ask anyone else anything. At the daily
clinical governance meeting all voices were heard and rapid
improvement could be made, with a buddy system, end of
shift huddle, on-site mental health support team, and a 24hour call centre.
In Manchester, Jackie Pratt and colleagues were deployed to
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the build and operational delivery of the OD and wellbeing
function at the Nightingale North West Field hospital. To
create a ‘one workforce’ culture, they looked at four key
human factors: Purpose, Autonomy, Mastery, Wellbeing.
They met the challenge by embedding leaner structures and
hierarchies where people were encouraged to have purpose
and autonomy, while being supported to master their skills,
producing teams who went the extra mile.
Managing staffing and monitoring absence is a core HR
function but COVID posed exceptional challenges. Trusts
needed to understand the unprecedented numbers of staff
absent from work. Trusts across Greater Manchester led by
Scott Lingard, Workforce Modelling and Analytics Consultant,
devised a programme to support local teams, through
detailed insights, analytics and forecasting. The Trust used
real-time, high-quality absence information to plan, manage
and forecast the impact of the pandemic on staff levels and
availability. To manage rising absence levels, the system was
reconfigured to report on all the COVID absence types
including Symptomatic, A-Symptomatic, Self-Isolating and
Shielding. This provided a rich source of data and multilayered workforce modelling forecasts to anticipate future
staffing issues.
Claire Gore at London North West University Healthcare
NHS Trust led the creation of the London COVID Bank, to
provide access to a collaborative digital staff bank. At the
height of the crisis, approximately 300 healthcare workers
were on boarded daily and over 19,000 shifts were requested,
improving the quality of care available across the region.
The Awards offered many examples of how the pandemic
has accelerated workforce transformation Cardiff and

Vale University Health Board, for example, has a five-year
optometrist, nurse training, orthoptist development plan to
deliver “shared care”, addressing the acute sector shortfall
where waiting times seriously worsened during the pandemic.
This has enabled optometrists, orthoptists and nurses to
undertake higher level training in glaucoma, medical retina and
independent prescribing to tackle waiting times.
And we saw many examples of partnership working at its
best. At South West Yorkshire Partnership NHS Foundation
Trust, management and unions acted as one team to support
patients and staff. By working at pace in ‘real time,’ partnership
decisions, innovation and blue-sky thinking became the norm
and allowed them to do some extraordinary work together.
The mature and solid foundations of the social partnership
gave great confidence and hope that through collective effort,
underpinned by a sense of pulling together, they could do
their best for service users, carers and colleagues.
Many entrants told of initiatives to support staff wellbeing that
reached remarkable heights, with a determination to sustain
and develop this when times are less pressurised. And a final
theme: the way HR people have reported that education,
training and communications were revolutionised using
e-learning platforms, social media and video conferencing.
That’s certainly here to stay but let’s hope next year
the HPMA awards can be celebrated in person and the
conference will be back real and live.
See https://www.hpma.org.uk/the-2021-awards-results/ for
more on our winners.
Alison Dunn
Chamberlain Dunn
organisers of the HPMA Excellence in People Awards

Claire Gore – 2021 Influential Practitioner

The HPMA is delighted to congratulate Claire Gore, Director of HR and OD at London North West Healthcare NHS
Trust who was named as one of the most influential HR Practitioners this year.
In October HR magazine unveiled its 2021 HR Most Influential (HRMI) rankings at St Paul’s Cathedral. Now in its 15th
year, HR Most Influential recognises the HR practitioners and thinkers who go above and beyond the day job to advance
the HR profession and share best practice with the wider HR community.
Everyone on the shortlist is nominated by their peers, with ranking completed by HR magazine and Hult Ashridge
Executive Education. The full shortlist is available on the HR magazine website https://www.hrmagazine.co.uk/hr-mostinfluential/
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#InclusiveHR

The #inclusiveHR is a social movement for change to improve the experience of Black, Asian, and Minority Ethnic
HR & OD professionals and colleagues within the NHS. We want to close the compassion gap and advance equality,
diversity and inclusion and lead with credibility as a HR & OD profession. In a series of monthly articles, curated by
Cheryl Samuels, Deputy Director of Workforce Transformation, NHS England & NHS Improvement, we share case
studies and personal leadership journeys with HPMA members. This month Linda Gent reflects on the importance of
continuing to educate yourself.

The importance of continuously educating
was working with, even though I felt like I had gone back in time!

Linda Gent
My inclusivity journey began as a young child with tales from my
parents, who, like the Windrush Generation, came to the UK
to provide a valuable workforce. Tales of difficulties in securing
rented accommodation in London and the notices in the
windows “No Blacks, No Irish, No Dogs”, and the ‘segregated’
dance halls. I probably got my attitude from my mum who would
go out of her way to dance with a black man to break down the
barriers and challenge others thinking!
My school days were in NWL where those populations had
migrated together and my learning about other cultures
continued. My very strong friendship group from school are
all active allies and what drives us is the need for humanity,
understanding and treating everyone well, no matter where they
are from, what faith they might be aligned to or the colour of
their skin.
I recall an early job interview (not in HR) where I was asked
about my own attitude to equality. I was taken aback by the
question and can now apply some hindsight and realise that I
had never considered the extent of the issue that some people
face, despite those early tales from my parents. I had never
experienced the same difficulties that others have, and certainly
not because of the colour of my skin.
Working for the London Ambulance Service was another giant
leap in my education; I learnt all about different religions and
races from a service perspective, but also tackling bullying and
harassment in staff groups. I delivered bullying and harassment
training to newly promoted clinical supervisors – the discussions
we had were fascinating and opened my eyes, and theirs, to the
variety of experiences and attitudes that people bring to work.
From there I had a brief time working in a Police Force, which
opened my eyes even further, and not in a good way – but that’s
a story for another time. I immersed myself in the Equality Act
in 2010 and made it my mission to educate the Police Officers I

Back into the NHS in 2012, I felt more aligned to the espoused
values. However, I also learnt that HR colleagues did not always
have the same level of understanding around the Equality Act
and how that should influence our practices. More educating
from me. I insisted that all selection interviews include a question
– my go to was “tell us how you demonstrate your commitment
to equality and diversity”. That challenged the thinking of
everyone it was asked of. I strongly believe that, as a public sector
body, we should be testing that commitment from the earliest
stages of employment in the NHS. Saying we are inclusive is not
enough.
I continue to educate myself on differences and how that
plays out in the workplace and society. I have undertaken the
Coaching for Inclusion course; developed my knowledge through
a variety of webinars on Intersectionality, and I am a proud
member of the Advocates and Allies group. I have watched
probably every recent TV series, including Small Axe, Uprising
and Sitting in Limbo, the latter of which made me so angry it
still makes my blood boil! I am even more proud that Cheryl
considers me to be an ally and take that as a good example of
my attitude to support others in supporting inclusion.
Of course, there has been a sharp focus on this subject since
George Floyd was murdered and with the evidenced adverse
impact of COVID on people of colour. Whilst this is bringing
positive changes, really it should not take crises of this magnitude
to raise the agenda. Sadly, with that level of increased focus there
have also been many negative effects, the vile racist comments
our black footballers received this summer, the fall out of that
which made some of my friends scared to leave their houses, the
interesting and divisive discussions around ‘White Privilege’.
I have made my pledge to make HR more inclusive as we need
to set the example for the whole workforce. I now teach on the
CIPD qualification programme and weave Inclusion through all
the subjects. I know one of my students last year was significantly
affected by my teaching, realising her own experience and how
far we have to go. My message to her was ‘you need to be the
change you want to see’. I am educating the next generation
of HR Practitioners to lead the inclusion agenda and to enable
them to influence everything they do in HR for the better.
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New research finds parental leave policies are a new battleground in the
war for talent
Jennifer Liston Smith, Head of Thought Leadership, Bright Horizons Work+Family Solutions

You probably noticed the news headlines in September
about Alice Thompson who was awarded nearly £185K in
compensation? Her well-thought-out request for flexibility
was turned down without consideration on her return
from maternity leave. The payout was based on indirect
sex discrimination, since childcare responsibilities are seen
as still resting disproportionately with mothers and her
flexible working request was to enable childcare pickups.
The story made headlines from Breakfast TV to the
HR media to LadBible as well as around the world. The
coverage was serious and sympathetic, shining a spotlight
on parental leave returners as a talent population not to
be ignored.
A better future and a more promising present
In her interview on ITV’s This Morning, Alice Thompson
spoke eloquently and persuasively about challenging her
former employer in order to prevent her young daughter
experiencing the same obstacles in 20 or 30 years’ time.
Bright Horizons’ just-published Parental Leave Benchmark
tells a more encouraging story about employers’ attitudes
to new parents at work. The survey, which is carried out
every couple of years, tracks parental leave enhancements
and other supports for new working parents. The data this
time, from around 700 employers, show:
•

Four out of five employers (79%) now offer enhanced
maternity pay, vs 57% in 2017

•

Two-thirds (67%) now enhance paternity/partner leave
pay, against 44% in 2017

•

Enhanced shared parental leave pay still lags but has
reached 48% vs 25% in 2017

•

26 weeks’ full pay is now the most frequent
enhancement in knowledge worker sectors, while
several employers offer 39+ weeks

•

More 18- and 16-week enhancements vs the previous
norm of 12/13 weeks.

•

6-week enhancements are still popular in some sectors
(such as hospitality) or tiered packages spread over
time.

It’s about more than pay
However, leading provisions now go some way beyond

generous periods of paid leave. The Parental Leave
Benchmark shows:
•

Provision of online or app-based coaching / advice for
the new parent has increased by 200%

•

Online or app-based coaching for managers has
increased by 100% since the last benchmark in 2019.

•

Group coaching programmes have risen by 333%

•

Provision of onsite childcare support has grown 100%.

Best practice training for managers includes how to
respond constructively to flexible working requests, the
missed opportunity in Alice Thompson’s case.
So many aspects of the parent transition get better when
there is open communication. Without guidance, too
many mangers still shy away from conversations, unsure
of what to say. Instead, the Benchmark shows more
employers equipping managers to consider the business
case for every flexible working request, looking at the
role’s deliverables with the job holder. Increased specialist
coaching for the individual returner also supports a betterprepared dialogue.
Empowering new parents in the hybrid world
Now, more than ever, employers are acutely aware of
the importance of retaining talented and knowledgeable
people. There is much evidence of the ‘work-life rethink’
prompted both by the pandemic and by new styles of
working, for employees at all life stages.
The need to re-engage applies particularly to the
new working parent, resuming their professional role
following parental leave. As hybrid workers everywhere
enthusiastically discuss how it feels to ‘come back in’, we
might stop and ask ourselves: how does ‘back to work’ feel
to those whose last 6-12 months have been spent bonding
and busy with a new addition to their family, while the
world shifted on its axis?
Bright Horizons’ own coaching has long included a focus
on the new parent staying ‘visible’ at work in career
progression terms. That can be harder to navigate within
the new norms, so it is not surprising to see the rise in
wider provision of coaching and mentoring programmes
for returning parents. An experienced sounding board can
make a difference in both challenging the individual (or
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manager’s) habits or expectations and providing a supportive, confidential space to think, and breathe.
Closing the gender gap
Another notable point from the Parental Leave Benchmark is that there is a rise in provision of enhanced paternity or
partner leave pay beyond 2 weeks’:
•

Over a fifth (21%) of employers in our nearly 700 sample now offer more than 2 weeks’ enhanced pay

•

Only 9% offered more than 2 weeks’ enhancement in 2019.

However, in order to truly encourage shared parenting and to remove gender biases from the potential career impact of
taking parental leave, paternity / partner packages would need to be a great deal higher, or shared parental leave would
need to be better supported.
Some forward-thinking organisations are equalising pay across all types of leave, and it is these employers who will in turn
have the better story to tell in their Gender Pay Gap narrative and action plan.
Compare your offering with the marketplace
You can get hold of a copy of the Parental Leave Benchmark here. It provides overview statistics and commentary and a
detailed, anonymous league table showing granular policy provisions with sector and size of employer. The report also has
recommendations on making the business case for enhanced provision and gaining senior buy-in.
When surveyed about the key drivers for enhanced policies around new parent leave, the top 3 drivers for the 700
participating employers were:
•

‘Staying competitive in the battle to attract and retain talent’ (66%);

•

‘Being inclusive of and supporting working fathers’ (58%)

•

‘Retaining/ supporting our younger generation workforce as they reach the parenting life stage’ (56%).

This seems to reflect a genuine understanding that becoming a parent is a key ‘moment that matters’ in the employee
experience. And it’s a matter of talent, rather than only the right thing to do.

Change a life
Those eagle-eyed amongst you may have seen the 10000 black interns programme details
recently. 10,000 Black Interns seeks to offer 2,000 internships each year for five consecutive
years. They have partnered up with organisations from 24 different sectors, delivering
internships across a range of internal business functions. They say:
“Each internship offered presents the opportunity to change a life. Each interview offered
provides invaluable experience and each training session can genuinely change an individual’s
trajectory.”
The team behind this great initiative have told us that their main focus is now on generating additional applications, rather
than signing on more organisations, as they have already reached capacity (with a waiting list for organisations for the
2022 programme). As anchor organisations with a vested interest in reducing inequalities, transforming and promoting
equality of opportunity which could change the life prospects of a young black person. We should all consider signing up
a young black intern into a paid role for 6 weeks as this could be the stepping stone that gives them a taste for the health
service and the various career opportunities that exist. This is a programme that each NHS organisation can sign up for
which will improve the life chances of finding meaningful employment, recognising the disadvantages and barriers that
are faced by young black people. Find out more about 10000 black interns at https://www.10000blackinterns.com/ and
direct intern applications to https://10kbi.pinpointhq.com/
As we reflect on Black History Month, the HPMA team are asking members to share how they are improving inclusion
in the opportunities offered for those entering the healthcare workforce. Perhaps your trust is already offering a
programme like 10000 black interns? If your actions are changing and challenging the status quo - please share your case
studies.
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HPMA Virtual Christmas Trivia Quiz

The HPMA East of England Branch is delighted to be hosting what we hope will become an annual
event, our first ever national HPMA virtual trivia quiz night on Wednesday 8th December at 7pm. A
huge thank you to CMP and Mills & Reeve for kindly sponsoring this event.
It’s a fantastic opportunity for all HPMA members, our sponsors and supporters to get together for
some networking and friendly inter-branch competition!
So, if you know the continents from your condiments and your Instagram from your diaphragm, then
why not get a team together and join in the fun!
The quiz is held via Zoom, with a mixture of rounds including, music, TV, geography, literature, arts,
food, film and science to name just a few.
Our quizmaster will read a round of questions to everyone taking part in the quiz.You will then be
sent to your virtual Zoom ‘breakout room’ where you will be able to discuss the answers with your
team (we suggest between 3-8 people per team).Your team captain will then submit your answers
via an online link which is then marked by the quiz master in real time.
The 2021 HPMA Trivia Quiz champions will be crowned at the end of the quiz!
To register your quiz team, please email amy.bushen@addenbrookes.nhs.uk before Thursday 2
December (spaces for the quiz are limited, and will be offered on a first come, first served basis).
Please include the following details:
• HPMA branch
• Team name
• Team Captain name and email address
• Team members names and email addresses
Organising your team
1. Teams should consist of 3 – 8 people
2. Your nominated team captain will be responsible for submitting your team’s answers online
3. You will be given a team number after registration
4. Once on the zoom quiz call, you will be asked to change your profile name to your team
number followed by your team name and then your name.
For example 11 - Let’s get quizzical (Amy)
Top Tip: Where possible your team captain should play from a computer (rather than a phone/
tablet) as they will need to access a web-based answer sheet. Don’t worry it’s still possible to play
via a tablet/phone.
More information can also be found at: https://quizquizquiz.com/joining-our-virtual-quizzes/
Best of luck and happy quizzing!
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South Yorkshire and Bassetlaw ICS Schools Engagement Team: Learning our trade during Covid
Hayley Hartley, SYREC Schools Engagement Lead

The Schools Team for Health and Social Care Careers came together in October 2019 with a remit to attract
young people into the sector. Unfortunately we had barely finished our initial scoping when schools closed
and the country locked down. This has challenged us to do things differently and to find new ways to deliver
career messages to our young people. our story is in three parts

Part 2: Resources for teachers
Teachers have a duty to support learning about careers
and labour market information and to link curriculum
learning to the world of work (Gatsby benchmarks 2 and
4). To help teachers achieve these benchmarks and to
disseminate our own career messages we have created
resources for teachers to use in the classroom. We host
these on a member’s area of our website and access to
all of the resources is free of charge. Our current list of
resources for teachers includes:
•

Lesson: Variety of Roles in the NHS and Social Care

•

Lesson: Challenging gender stereotypes in the
workplace

•

Student assignment: You and your future career in the
NHS

•

Student assignment: You and your future career in
Social Care

•

Local and sector specific labour market info-graphics
for teachers and careers leaders

•

Basic labour market info-graphics for students badged
as ‘Where the Jobs Are’

For example, our lesson on variety of roles introduces
pupils to the NHS and to Social Care so that the young
people have a better understanding of our sector. Pupils
then select one career each from a carefully pre-selected
list. Pupils research basic information about their chosen
role including the attributes needed for the job. They then
go on to assess their own compatibility with that role.
Pupils work in small groups, ensuring that they access
information about 5 or 6 job roles within the activity. In the
final task each pupil considers their own ‘perfect fit’ job in
Health and Social Care based on their new knowledge and
understanding of the breadth of roles on offer.
The lesson raises awareness of the number and variety of
careers in Health and Social Care, spotlights careers they

might not have heard of and highlights the prevalence of
corporate, estates and hospitality roles in the sector.
So how have we done?
Although uptake of the labour market info-graphics
remains high, the reach of the lessons and student
assignments has been disappointing. School closures due
to Covid are partly to blame but we are aware that, as
a team, we are on a steep learning curve. We are NHS
professionals after all, not teachers. So, with support from
the Edge Foundation we have now adapted all materials to
ensure that the content maps to the national curriculum.
This is important to teachers who can now easily identify
which curriculum learning objectives are supported by the
activities.
Next steps:
In 2018 Doncaster and Bassetlaw Teaching Hospitals
delivered a live careers event for local schools that
included a unique ‘sim corridor’. On arrival students
encountered a simulated accident scene with attendant
ambulance and crew. The students then processed through
a series of pods following a patient journey through
emergency care, theatres and after care. Our intention
was to replicate this at multiple venues across the South
Yorkshire Region however Covid derailed those plans and
forced us to think differently.
We were keen to make use of this patient journey concept
and have now produced a video version of the patient
journey. Health Education England provided a budget for
a professional script, filming, editing and use of an actor to
play the part of Jay, our young patient. Job holders played
themselves and filming took place in a combination of
simulation suites and real environments with animation
used for the initial accident scene.
The video spotlights around 20 different roles across a
range of settings – in the ambulance, in hospital, at home
and within a GP practice. There is reference to mental
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‘Jay” in the anaesthetic room.

Ward round

health services as Jay’s psychological wellbeing is also addressed within the story.
The product works as a stand-alone resource to show the impact different roles have on Jay during his treatment and
recovery. The video will be used to reach young people, adult audiences and within our widening participation activities.
We are also developing classroom activities linked to the patient journey video ranging from bite-size tasks to full
‘Employer Led Projects’ deliverable over several weeks: all of which will map to the National Curriculum. The tasks and
learning content will be age appropriate. For example, basic question/observation based activities are in development for
Y7-9 pupils, whereas older students will access ‘greater depth’ activities such as examining ethical issues, scenarios, role
comparisons and the purpose of multidisciplinary teams.
Next time we will tell you about our digital presence and how we have used social media to reach our audience.

FUTUREFOCUS WORKFORCE PLANNING THURSDAY 20 JANUARY 2022
10AM - 1PM (SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
The FutureFocus Workforce Series is a series of extended national webinar events bringing members across the UK together to hear
expert keynote sessions and panel discussions as well as giving the opportunity to share good practice in smaller breakout sessions.
Thanks to our commercial partners, these events are free for members to attend.
The FutureFocus Workforce Planning webinar sponsored by GoodShape has been developed with the support members and will offer
a chance for attendees to hear from experts as well as debate the pressing challenges and approaches in this critical area.
Book your place here and keep your eye out for more information coming soon about further FutureFocus events.
GoodShape transforms the way you manage the health and wellbeing of your employees. We’re
driven by a simple belief – when you look after the health and wellbeing of your people, you can
radically improve the performance of your organisation.
Over the past 17 years we’ve partnered with over 200 of the UK’s leading employers. We help
simplify the management of unplanned absence, demonstrably reduce the main causes of absence,
inform smarter workforce strategies through efficient resource planning and reduce the risks to the
employer and employees.
We bring together a powerful mix of technology and clinical services that are proven to deliver results.
Our dedicated in-house nurse team is on hand 24 hours a day, seven days a week, providing your
people with support and guidance when they need it most. Minimising time off due to ill health… and
when the time is right, ensuring every return to work is safe and compliant.
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5 key tips to attaining the workforce planning solution your NHS trust,
staff and patients deserve
Paul Walker, CTO, Skills for Health

The effective design, development and deployment of the
workforce underpins our NHS services’ sustainability in
the short, medium, and long term. Yet the challenges of
ensuring the right people are in the right roles, with the
right skills, crucially at the right time, cannot be understated.
Meeting the health and care needs of an ever-changing
population, in the context of rising demand and complexity
is hard enough, let alone in a pandemic.
While COVID-19 has seen new, innovative and
integrated ways of working and delivering care effectively
implemented across our NHS at pace and scale, benefitting
both staff and patients alike. Now is the time to truly
embed this workforce transformation to support recovery
and achieve long-term, lasting change for a better future.
But this is easier said than done.
To create flexible, sustainable services, based on the
changing needs of our local communities and against the
backdrop of the challenge to restore services, meeting new
care demands and reducing COVID-19 care back logs, we
must first fully understand, value and fulfil the development
needs of our current workforce. Simultaneously, we
must support staff recovery and take further steps to
address inequalities in access, experience and outcomes,
all the while shaping the delivery of the future workforce,
ensuring both are fit for purpose.
To do this, unsurprisingly, there are many key themes and
issues that need to be addressed to successfully plan your
workforce, at the same time as maintaining the quality of
care and outcomes against a realistic and affordable budget.
The 2021/22 priorities and operational planning guidance,
published by NHS England in March this year, sets out
some of these, to be paired with the longer-term People
Plan priorities for 2022/23 and beyond.
Under the heading: ‘Supporting the health and wellbeing of
staff and taking action on recruitment and retention’, the
guidance states that service providers should: “Maximise
the use of and potential benefits of eRostering, giving
staff better control and visibility of their working patterns,
supporting service improvements and the most effective
deployment of staff ’. It also asks providers to: “Show how
they intend to meet the highest level of attainment, as set
out by NHS England’s ‘meaningful use standards’ for e-job
planning and eRostering.”

While this is all helpful guidance, what are the main
considerations for trusts in adopting online workforce
management systems? And where should you start?
1. Understanding where you are and where you want
to get to
The first step in any workforce planning is understanding
your organisation and how it works. What are the
elements that make your situation unique? All trusts share
a common model, but also have unique challenges and
pain points. It’s important to recognise and understand
these, so that they don’t trip you up at some stage down
the line. Also, don’t write off manual processes; they may
work very well but be slow and take up resource. Think
instead about how these can be automated and what else
they could connect to?
2. Flexibility for a work-life balance
Next, you need to understand one of the most important
parts of the jigsaw – your staff. Looking after them and
effectively deploying them is what the whole process is
about. Morale is a crucial issue. Are you sure they’re only
working their contracted hours and aren’t being overworked? Do they have the flexibility they need to maintain
a good work-life balance? Are you sure they are not being
asked to act up or down? This has other implications in
terms of efficiency and planning. All of this must also be
critically balanced with patient safety.
3. The key to good eRostering
You can only achieve the above by having systems
that provide real time feedback on staff planning and
deployment. Systems that will quickly and easily allow you
to react and manage issues as they arise.
Compliance is sometimes seen as a chore or a barrier
to efficiency, but it is an essential measure of how we
safeguard patients and protect the welfare of our staff.
Real-time compliance reporting is a vital tool in monitoring
how we’re doing. It should not be seen as a pass or fail
indicator; it is there to highlight issues and let us effectively
and efficiently deal with them.
4. Digital roadmap
As workforce planning increasingly continues to digitise,
you are going to become heavily reliant on good digital
tools to move your organisation forward. These tools must
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fit into the NHS digital vision. For example, will those tools integrate easily with other systems? Will they flow data into
corporate reporting systems to give better insight across the trust?
No system is an island, but many vendors will push you to buy their own closed system. It is always tempting to think
about dealing with as few suppliers as possible, but unfortunately that can lead to putting up with parts of the solution
which are anything but optimal. A good solution vendor will commit to integrating with your IT landscape and signing up
to KPIs that ensure great service. If they won’t, then you really shouldn’t use them.
5. What people deserve
Finally, make sure you embark on solutions that will deliver what you and your staff both deserve. No solution will be
perfect. But provided it is flexible, can be customised, and is backed up by knowledgeable and prompt support, you will
get a system you can enjoy using as well as delivering the results you need.
Skills for Health’s new fully enhanced and integrated Custom Rostering System (CRS) launches this week. Developed as
a tool for culture change, CRS transforms NHS workforce planning roles from data entry to data intelligence. Providing
cutting-edge improvements that enables the seamless management of any staff group, CRS ensures total workforce
visibility through the delivery of safe, compliant and more effective rosters for better patient care.
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2022 United Kingdom

Advancing Healthcare Awards 2022
Please share with allied health professionals and healthcare scientists in your organisations that the Advancing
Healthcare Awards 2022 are open for entry.
AHPs and healthcare scientists have demonstrated clearly throughout the challenges of the pandemic how they
are leaders of innovation. The Advancing Healthcare Awards is an annual programme that celebrates best practice,
innovation and leadership.
The Awards aim to identify and share examples of good innovative practice throughout the four countries of the
UK which are evidence-based, sustainable and transferable and also to help AHPs and healthcare scientists
communicate their key role in health and social care to their various audiences.
Please encourage AHPs and healthcare scientists to visit
United Kingdom - Advancing Healthcare Awards http://www.ahawards.co.uk
to find out more and enter.
Closing date: 11 January 2022
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DIARY DATES
HPMA North West The Big Questions, Thursday 4th November - 10.30am
HPMA North East Resilience and Wellbeing, Tuesday 9th November - 10am
HPMA Yorkshire & The Humber HR Essentials - TUPE - A Practical Guide, Wednesday 10th November - 11.30
to 12.30pm
HPMA North West Finding Your Full Voice, Wednesday 17th November - 9am
Navigating the Challenging Workplace , Thursday 18 November - 2pm
HPMA UK Conference People Profession into the Future (virtual) Thursday 2 – Friday 3 December 2021 with
event partner Salary Finance
HPMA Virtual Christmas Quiz, Wednesday 8th December - 7pm (book your team place by emailing amy.bushen@
addenbrookes.nhs.uk)
HPMA North West Finding Your Full Voice, Tuesday 14th December - 2pm
HPMA FutureFocus webinar: Workforce planning, Thursday 20 January
HPMA & NAMPS FutureFocus webinar: Medical Workforce, Coming soon
Members can still catch up on sessions from the excellent FutureFocus series
FutureFocus:Equality, Diversity & Inclusion sponsored by event partner Bright Horizons – visit the
FutureFocus pages on the HPMA website https://www.hpma.org.uk/futurefocus-equality-diversity-inclusion/
FutureFocus: Recruitment sponsored by event partner Doc2UK – visit the FutureFocus pages on the HPMA
website FutureFocus Recruitment - HPMA
FutureFocus: Learning & Development sponsored by event partner Think – visit the FutureFocus pages on
the HPMA website FutureFocus Learning & Development - HPMA
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